We present a general approach to forming structure-activity relationships (SARs). This approach is based on representing chemical structure by atoms and their bond connectivities in combination with the inductive logic programming (ILP) algorithm PROGOL. Existing SAR methods describe chemical structure by using attributes which are general properties of an object. It is not possible to map chemical structure directly to attribute-based descriptions, as such descriptions have no internal organization. A more natural and general way to describe chemical structure is to use a relational description, where the internal construction of the description maps that of the object described. Our atom and bond connectivities representation is a relational description. ILP algorithms can form SARs with relational descriptions. We have tested the relational approach by investigating the SARs of 230 aromatic and heteroaromatic nitro compounds. These compounds had been split previously into two subsets, 188 compounds that were amenable to regression and 42 that were not. For the 188 compounds, a SAR was found that was as accurate as the best statistical or neural networkgenerated SARs. The PROGOL SAR has the advantages that it did not need the use of any indicator variables handcrafted by an expert, and the generated rules were easily comprehensible. For the 42 compounds, PROGOL formed a SAR that was significantly (P < 0.025) more accurate than linear regression, quadratic regression, and back-propagation. This SAR is based on an automatically generated structural alert for mutagenicity.
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A structure-activity relationship (SAR) models the relationship between activities and physicochemical properties of a set of compounds and is fundamental to many aspects of chemistry. SAR modeling has been applied to a multitude of biological systems and has aided the development of many new drugs (see refs. 1 and 2). To guide rational drug design a SAR should be both reliable and comprehensible. This paper presents an approach to forming SARs based on the machine learning program PROGOL (3) . This approach allows the use of a rich representation of chemical structure and leads to SARs that are both accurate and simple to understand.
There are two components to deriving a SAR: the choice of representation to describe the chemical structure of the compounds and the learning algorithm employed. The form of learning algorithm restricts the representation that can be employed. Widely used learning algorithms include linear regression (4) , partial least-squares regression (PLS) (5), neural networks (6, 7) , and decision trees (8) . These algorithms have been applied to a variety of descriptions of chemical structure-e.g., Hansch-type parameters (4, 9) , topological descriptors (2, 10) , quantum mechanical descriptors (9) , sub- The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U.S.C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact. structural units (11, 12) , molecular shape (MS) (13) , and molecular fields (CoMFA) (14) .
A key feature of all the above representations is that they are based on attributes-i.e., general properties of objects. For (16) . Formally, the difference in descriptive language between attributes and relations corresponds to the difference between propositional and first-order predicate logic (17) . To illustrate this difference between attributes and relations consider the following hypothesis: An active compound requires a double bond conjugated with an aromatic ring. Such a hypothesis could be directly discovered and expressed by a relational SAR system using only simple atom and bond types (e.g., atom A in an aromatic ring is connected by a single bond to atom B, which is connected by a double bond to atom C). It Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 93 (1996) 439 rithms, the mutagenicity of aromatic and heteroaromatic nitro compounds.
METHODS
Data. Debnath et al. (9) studied the SAR of a set of 230 aromatic and heteroaromatic nitro compounds tested for mutagenesis by the Ames test using Salmonella typhimurium TA98. The compounds are heterogeneous and cannot be superimposed onto a common template and thus present a challenge to existing SAR methods. Debnath et al. identified two subsets of the data, 188 compounds considered to be amenable to regression, and 42 compounds that could not easily be fitted by regression. We have used this split of the data in the present study. This split of the data was also used by Villemin et al. (18) , who examined only the 188 dataset using neural networks. These previous studies used an attributebased representation which consisted of two real-valued attributes and two binary-valued indicator variables. The realvalued attributes were the energy of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) and the molecular hydrophobicity (octanol/water partition coefficient, LogP. [LUMO energies are used in preference to the physically more meaningful highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) energies to allow direct comparison with previous work.] Explicit information about the molecular shape of the compounds is not captured by LUMO or LogP. Therefore Debnath et al. (9) augmented the description of the compounds by creation of two binaryvalued indicator variables: II, set to 1 for all compounds containing three or more fused rings, and Ia, set to 1 for the five examples of acenthrylenes (as they had lower than expected activity). Note that this representation was not formed automatically but was selected by experienced chemists after detailed inspection to fit this particular dataset.
We split the dataset of 188 compounds into 10 crossvalidation sets for testing. The dataset of 42 compounds was tested by leave-one-out cross-validation. Cross-validation was used as an empirical check of the significance tests used by the different learning methods. The compounds were split into two classes, high mutagenic [log (no. of revertants/nmol) > 0.0] and low mutagenic. There were 138 compounds considered in class high mutagenic and 92 compounds in class low mutagenic.
PROGOL. In ILP, logical relationships expressed as a subset of predicate calculus (17) are used to represent rules. Predicate calculus is expressive enough to describe most mathematical concepts and has a strong link with natural language. PROGOL implements predicate logic in the computer language PROLOG.
In any application, the input to PROGOL is a set of positive examples (i.e., for SAR, the active compounds), negative examples (i.e., inactive compounds), and background knowledge about the problem (e.g., the atom/bond structure of the compounds). PROGOL outputs a hypothesis, expressed as a set of rules which explain the positive and negative examples in terms of the background knowledge. The rule found for each example is optimal in terms of simplicity (information compression, see below) and the language used to describe the examples. However, the final output hypothesis is not necessarily optimal, because a simpler hypothesis may exist that is suboptimal for each individual example. Information compression is defined as the difference in the amount of information needed to explain the examples with and without using the rule. It is statistically highly improbable that a rule with high compression does not represent a real pattern in the data (19) . The use of compression balances accuracy (no. of correct predictions/no. of total predictions) and coverage (no. of examples predicted by the rule/no. of examples). Full details of PROGOL are available in ref. 3 .
Compound Representation for PROGOL. In our PROGOL study we used a generic relational representation based on atoms and their bond connectivities. The atomic structure of each compound was input into the molecular modeling program QUANTA (Molecular Simulations, Burlington, MA) by using its chemical editing facility. QUANTA was then used to automatically transform the representation by typing the atoms and by adding partial charges. This representation is richer than the original atomic structure because it takes advantage of the chemical knowledge in QUANTA. 7) .
states that in compound 127, atom no. 1 and atom no. 6 are connected by a bond of type 7 (aromatic). The relation representation is completely general for chemical compounds and no special attributes need to be invented. The structural information of these compounds was represented by 18 ,300 facts of background knowledge.
The PROGOL algorithm allows for the inclusion of complex background knowledge that can be either explicit as facts or in the form of computer programs. This allows the addition in a unified way of any information that is considered relevant to learning the SAR. Generally the input programs are in the language PROLOG, but they could be in any language that can be linked to PROLOG-e.g., a FORTRAN program to assign partial charges. We have investigated the importance of background knowledge in the learning process by adding a set of PROLOG programs to the background knowledge that define some higher level chemical structures formed from atoms and bonds. Definitions/programs for the following high-level chemical concepts were formed in PROLOG: methyl group, nitro group, ring length (five-or six-membered), aromatic ring, heteroaromatic ring, connected rings, and the three distinct topological ways to connect three benzenes. It is important to appreciate that encoding PROLOG programs to define these concepts is not the same as including them as attributes. This is because PROGOL can learn SARs that use structural combinations of these groups; e.g., PROGOL could in theory learn that a structural indicator of activity is diphenylmethane (as a benzene single-bonded to a carbon atom single-bonded to another benzene). In contrast, an attribute-based representation would be able to use only the absence or presence of the different groups, not a bonded combination of them. To represent compounds to the equivalent level of detail using attributes would require several orders of magnitude more attributes than needed for only the simple atom/bond representation (see Discussion).
Two versions of the atom/bond representation were tested: representation I (atoms, bonds) and representation II (atoms, bonds, LogP, LUMO, and the above PROLOG programs).
Other SAR Algorithms Used for Comparison with PROGOL. The dataset of aromatic nitro compounds has previously been studied by linear regression (9) and the neural network algorithm back-propagation (18) . We have repeated these studies to allow cross-validated comparison with our work. We applied regression methods by using the Minitab package (Minitab, Pennsylvania State University). Two variations of regression were used: basic linear regression, and regression using the dependant variables plus their squares (this allows simple nonlinear behavior and was found in initial trials to be as effective as quadratic regression). We applied the neural network algorithm back-propagation using the (20) A structural interpretation of the theory is given in Fig. 1 . The PROGOL theory has the advantage of providing direct insight into the mutagenesis process. Rule i is a shape-based (steric) indicator of mutagenesis; it does not appear to be explainable by hydrophobic or electronic effects. Rule ii is a combination of a biphenyl shape-based feature and the electronic effect of a high partial charge on the aromatic carbon. This electronic effect supports the idea that electronwithdrawing rings can promote mutagenesis by promoting the initial reduction of a nitro group [a possible rate-limiting step in nitroarene activation (9)]. It has also been argued that electron-withdrawing rings should boost mutagenicity by increasing the lifetime of hydroxylamine, thereby giving it time to diffuse to DNA (24) . The low partial charge on the oxygen in rule iii should mediate reduction to the amine. In rule iv the positive partial charges of the hydrogens may also indicate the presence of electron-withdrawing groups. Rule v is an indicator of high hydrophobicity; more hydrophobic rings have low partial charges on the aromatic carbons which overrides the expected electronic effect.
There is no significant difference (at P < 0.1) between the accuracy of this theory and the accuracy of the results obtained with any other method (see below) using only the LUMO and LogP attributes (i.e., excluding the indicator variables). This means that it is possible to do as well using PROGOL No algorithm is significantly more accurate (at P < 0.1) with or without the indicator variables. This accuracy is significantly higher (at P < 0.1) than the results obtained by regression plus squares and CART without indicator variable (see below). By using PROGOL and a generic molecular representation it is possible to do as well as state-of-the-art statistical methods using a carefully hand-crafted representation and a dataset selected to be suitable for regression.
Comparative Results on the 188 Dataset. We summarize the results with the other methods. Applying linear regression produced results consistent with those of Debnath et al. (9) . The approach with the highest estimated accuracy (89.3%) was basic linear regression with two indicator variables that produced the following model: log TA98 = - The back-propagation neural network yielded results which are consistent with the work of Villemin et al. (18) . The accuracies produced by back-propagation are higher than those produced by basic linear regression, but the differences are not significant at P < 0.1. It is not possible in a simple way to form an explicit SAR or to interpret chemically the meaning of a neural network.
The CART algorithm using the LogP and LUMO attributes and the indicator variables produced a cross-validated estimated accuracy of 88.3%. There is no significant difference (at P < 0.1) between the accuracy of CART and the accuracy of linear regression. CART produced very simple and easy-tointerpret decision trees.
PROGOL on the 42 Dataset. PROGOL found the same theory for the 42 compounds using representations I and II. This theory consists of a single rule and is the optimal theory possible given the descriptive languages and the compression measure. The rule states that an indicator for high mutagenicity is a double bond conjugated to a five-membered aromatic ring via a carbon atom (Fig. 2) . This rule is a new structural indicator for high mutagenicity in chemical compounds. The conjugated double bond should stabilize the five-membered aromatic ring, and this may allow greater time for the compound to diffuse to the target site. (1996) bond connectivities representation. In addition, GOLEM could use only knowledge expressed as facts, whereas PROGOL can use both facts and rules (arbitrary PROLOG programs). A further advantage of PROGOL over GOLEM is its ability to do a complete search of the rules space, thereby finding the optimal rule explaining an example.
A major limitation of the work is that three-dimensional structure is not used. The simplest way to include this would be to extend the atom predicate by including Cartesian coordinates and by including background knowledge about Euclidean space (Pythagoras' theorem and trigonometry). No more information is necessary for PROGOL to learn rules about three-dimensional structures. Such a SAR method would have advantages over existing methods because it would not be necessary to align the compounds to a coordinate frame. Alignment is necessary in existing methods because compounds are described by using attributes, and so the only way that a point on one compound can be related to one on another is by the aligned grid-a universal property of all the compounds. If the compounds were represented relationally there would be no need to align the compounds explicitly, as the logical process of induction aligns the represented structures of the compounds internally in a computationally efficient way. A similar relational approach could be applied to CoMFA-type grid information (14) . This might allow a more elegant formulation of the CoMFA idea by removing the need for explicit alignment of the compounds and the need to represent explicitly empty space.
Conclusions. This paper presents a generic relational method for representing compounds in SAR models. This method is based on an atom/bond representation that is simple, powerful, and generally applicable to any SAR problem. All previous atom/bond-based representations have used attributes. Relational representations are more powerful than those based on attributes. For atom/bond-based representations this increased power means that there is no need for explicit enumeration of all possible structures of interest.
It is clear from the theory and practice of statistics and machine learning that there is no single best SAR modeling algorithm (22, 26) . The method that is best for a particular problem depends on the features of the data and the form of the required answer. This means that the computational chemist's toolbox should include a variety of methods. Specifically, we consider there is a role for the use of PROGOL and the relational atom/bond representation for problems where a small number of unknown shape/structure features are important, where it is important to obtain chemical insight, and where it has proven difficult to fit by using other techniques. If many independent attributes add together to produce activity, then the PROGOL approach is unlikely to be successful, as this would contradict the algorithm's inductive bias.
Finally, the advantages of using relational representations and automatic inference may not be limited to modeling SARs. It is possible that other branches of chemistry may benefit. For example, in synthesis planning it is possible to envisage a system that combines the deductive power of PROLOG with the induction of PROGOL.
Program Availability. The ILP program PROGOL (implemented in PROLOG) and the data used in this paper can be obtained by request from Ashwin Srinivasan, Oxford Laboratory, Wolfson Building, Parks Road, Oxford, OXI 3QD, United Kingdom, Ashwin.Srinivasan@comlab.oxford.ac.uk; they are freely available to academics. A version of PROGOL iS also available that is implemented in c language.
